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Nate ng-book is an in-depth, complete and updated book on Angular 9. Become an angular expert 9 today with this book of over 700 pages, which takes you step by step through various sample applications. newline.co {{link.upVoteCount &gt; 1000 ? link.upVoteCount/1000 + 'K' : link.upVote }} {{link.downVoteCount &gt; 1000 ? link.downVoteCount/1000 + 'K' : link.downVoteCount
}} Here is the sample code for the book. It is organized by chapter/topic. Generally, in the book we call where you can find each code example. Running the code Check readme in each project directory to learn how to run the code. Generally all projects are built into Angular CLI, which means they have a consistent toolchain to build and run. To run these projects do the following:
cd path/to/project npm install npm start Then open the project in your browser. Usually at the URL Feedback &amp; Bug Reports We are still writing updates to the book and this code. If you have any feedback on things that are unclear, or find some bug just send us an email to: us@fullstack.io Cheers! Nate, Ari, and NG team 2, page 2, can't take this action at this time. You
signed up with another tab or window. Recharge to update your session. You went out on another account or window. Recharge to update your session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can
build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use essential cookies to perform essential functions of the site, for example, they are used to log in. Learn more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can
make them better, for example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to accomplish a task. Learn more Start your review of Ng-Book: The Complete Guide to Angular Let me start by saying that this is definitely not a complete book in Angular 6. It shows a lot of things, but you have a lot to complete. So, what is it? It is a book
that shows many things that can be done with angular, and how they can be done. It has many examples, although some of them are somewhat invented. It touches on many topics such as application architecture, component development, testing, ... What I liked:- shows how things could be done with angular in a way let me start by saying that this is definitely not a complete
book in Angular 6. It shows a lot of things, but it has to be completed. So, what is it? It is a book that shows many things that can be done with angular, and how they can be done. It has many examples, although some of them are somewhat invented. It touches on many topics such as application architecture, applications, development, testing, ... What I liked:- shows how things
could be done with angular in a way that looks natural, and makes sense.- covers a lot of floor (tests, components, data binding, routing, styles, angularjs conversion, ...). - has many examples, and these examples can be downloaded from the web and tried (which I have not tried).- is written in an accessible way. What I didn't like: - There are things that aren't covered. And even
those who are covered gain an example, but are explained or discussed in depth, alternatives are also not discussed. It is also the farthest from a reference one can obtain. I would expect all those from a complete book on anything.- The example applications seem artificial and often seem to be solving problems in inefficient ways (recompunndo many things, by designing new
objects and matrices unnecessarily, ...). - Code examples sometimes contain errors that seem to come from careless editing (for example, names have changed in some snippets, but not in others).- The sample code is cut into small pieces throughout the chapters, and it often takes effort to put them together (for example, figuring out which part of the final application, which is
hypothetical to consider). This could be greatly improved by editing and formatting more carefully, and by adding titles to all snippets of code. And ideally also giving all the code at the beginning and then referring to it, so that the reader can see how everything fits.- The format /font is larger than I would like, and it seems that a lot of space in the pages is wasted. But I think it's a
matter of personal preference. Overall: This book is a good entry point for angular. You'll see what can be done with it, how things are done and it will give you a vocabulary that you can use to search for more information. But that's far from enough to make someone an efficient developer. Take it if you're starting. If you already know angular, move on, nothing interesting for you to
see here. ... more Ng-Book The Complete Guide to Angular 9 by Nathan Murray Felipe Coury Ari Lerner Carlos Taborda El libro en profundidad, completo y updated on Angular. Conviértetete en un experto angular hoy. Updated to Angular, Angular CLI and Community Style Guide Listo to master Angular? ¿Qué pasaría si pudiera dominar todo el marco, con cimientos solid, en
menos tiempo sin golpearse la cabeza contra una pared? ¿Imagina qué tan rápido podría trabajar si conociera las mejores prácticas y las mejores herramientas? Deje de perder el tiempo buscando y tenga todo lo que necesita para ser productivo en un lugar bien organizado, con ejemplos completos para poner en marcha su proyecto sin tener que recurrir a endless hours of
investigation. You'll learn what you need to know to work profesionalmente con ng-book: The Complete Book on Angular. Ponerse en marcha the first chapter begins with building your first app En los primeros minutos, sabrá lo suficiente para tener una aplicación en ejecución. Mejores prácticas Aprender las mejores prácticas de Angular, contos como: pruebas, organización de
códigos y cómo estructurar su aplicación para el rendimiento. See ejemplos prácticos y comunes de cómo implementars completos de sus aplicaciones. Aplicaciones de ejemplo incluidas en el libro El libro viene con aplicaciones de muestra que le muestran cómo crear: Un clon de Reddit basado en componentes Una aplicación de chat en tiempo real usando RxJS Observabável
Un a aplicación de búsqueda de YouTube mientras escribe Una búsqueda de Spotify para pistas con vista previa de canciones reproducible Además, hay muchos más mini ejemplos que muestran cómo escribir componentes, cómo usar formularios y cómo usar API Los ejemplos de código actualment tienen más de 5,500 líneas de código ejecutable (TypeScript, líneas sin
comentarios) Stop wasting your time A tutorial says one thing and another says something completely different. Some teach the basics, but why isn't there anything that shows how to fit all the pieces? and trying to learn a new framework with joining API documents can be difficult. There aren't many good screencasts or tutorials out there that teach you how to maximize the
structure. don't waste it sifting through blogs. Is the vocabulary strange, how is a policy component different from a naked component? How do I update my page with one-dimensional data binding? Do I have to learn annotations, strong typing and a new language just to use angular now? Angular 11 has a new model of writing applications. How can you know how everything fits
together? You still have a job to do and stop to learn Angular 11 seems like a risky use of time. There are several new forms of syntax that you will need to learn to use angular effectively and we teach all of them in the book. Mouse over the red dots below to see each form explained. The @ is an annotation and comes from TypeScript Components teaching your browser new
tags Using 'backticks' allows easy line templates Visualizations can be set by the Use [] template option supports in an attribute to pass parameters to the Use the * policy in an attribute to use a policy in this TypeScript element allows you to define classes using the Usage (Usage) class syntax to specify uniquely shaped action bindings, uni-directing data binding means that we
trigger events instead of modifying data directly TypeScript allows us to define collections that contain our custom type Product Our class defines actions that we can use in our 1 @Component({ 2 selector: 'product list', 3 model: '4&lt;div class=products-list&gt; 5 &lt;product-row *ngfor=#let product of products 6= [product]=product 7= (click)='clicked(product)'&gt; 8 &lt;/product-row
&gt; 9 &lt;/div&gt; 10' 11 }) 12 13 classes ProductsList { 14 products: Product[]; 15 @Output() selected: EventEmitter; 16 17 constructor() { 18 this.selected = new EventEmitter(); 19 } 20 21 21 { 22 this.selected.emit(product); 23 } 24 } ng-book is designed to teach you step by step how to create serious angular applications: from empty folder to deployment. Each chapter covers a
topic and provides complete code examples for each book project. Writing your first angular application 11 binding data to 1.5 TypeScript 2 components using annotations and types 2.5 angular concepts 11 - How angular 3 components work, Controllers and Visualizations 3.5 Using the Built-in Components 4 Shapes and Validations 5 Understanding Observable and RxJS 6 Data
Architecture with Data Observation and RxJS 6.5 Data Architecture with Redux and Angular 7 Intermediate Redux with Injection and Angular Dependency Services 8 9 Working with APIs and HTTP 10 Routing 11 Hybrid Apps : Porting an angular application 1 to angular 11 12 Writing Advanced Components 13 Understanding Lifecycle Hooks 13.5 Testing 14 Mobile Writing Apps
with NativeScript 15 Read the full table of contents The first chapter opens with the construction of your first Angular App 11. In the first few minutes, you'll know enough to start writing your Angular 11 app. The book is constantly updated with angular's latest tips and tricks. Don't worry about being outdated, this book covers the latest release of Angular 11: angular-11.0.0 You'll
have access to all updates for free for 12 months. Learn angular 11 best practices, such as testing, code organization, and how to structure your application for performance. Let's look at practical and common examples of how to implement complete components of your applications. You'll learn the core concepts of Angular 11 - from how Angular works under the hood, to rich
interactive components, from in-depth testing to real-world applications. When you buy ng-book, you are not just buying one book, but dozens of code examples. Each chapter of the book comes with a complete project that uses the concepts of the chapter. Learn the basics of component-based architecture by rendering dynamic components and capturing user input and
transforming it into interaction Use modern data architectures such as RxJS Observables and Redux to build a chat application built on scalable techniques Make HTTP requests to a remote API, and use RxJS Observables to create quick, fast interactions with real-time search on YouTube's Rotere Use Angular to create a multi-page application. Create your own servers using
Dependency Injection and call a real API Use advanced features for maximum control of your components. We'll build a tab-pane, a custom repeater component, transclusion model, and more. Build powerful ways that accept user input and give clear messages when the input is of an invalid format There are many mini-examples that show how to write Components, how to use
Forms and how to use APIs You'll have your first application running and deployed within the first chapter, and then the rest of the book dives deeper into the other areas of Angular You'll learn 11 main angular concepts - from how angular under the hood, for rich interactive components, from in-depth testing to real-world applications. Premium Package customers receive a 4-hour
screencast where we walk through building a large app. Our customers love ng-book - See what they have to say! Fantastic work people! I have no idea where I would be with angular 11 without ng-book. You have made this SOOOO much easier to learn and follow. Thanks again. You guys are amazing! I just wanted you to know that I think it's an excellent book. And written in a
very thoughtful way. Thank you! ng-book is fantastic, I've already made two simple apps my own... I can't wait for future updates! I just want to say how happy I am with the book. It's extremely well written and clear. You present a concept and carefully go through it to explain the details. I couldn't be happier. I'm through chapter one in the book Angular2 and love it. The code
samples with the book are great. I'm an old Java developer who fell in love with Angular If, like me, you're an experienced developer and actively looking for a fast and efficient source of information about the new Angular JS 2, stop searching! This is by far the best reference on the web, period. Very concise, well structured. I just read the new DI chapter. You have a lot of good
information. It's the best thing to describe that I've seen. Thank you, great information. Our entire team uses your book and we really attribute our knowledge and success to your great book. The book has been incredibly helpful. We're developing a new app for launch next year and we knew that using alpha software would be a challenge - but NGBook has helped us
considerably. I wanted you to know that I'm loving the book that really helped me put my head around rxjs and how powerful observables can be!!! I've never seen anyone do a better job. In fact, the rate at which you stay up to date is the best I've ever seen and I hope it's a model that other authors will adopt. The fact that you keep your updated is very valuable. I just finished ng-
book2. I think it's the best learning material you can find about NG2 today. Just wanted to say - very good job! I gathered some valuable information from the book so far that were not available in other web sources (blogs, etc). The book has been a great help as I'm diving into some of these somewhat gory edge tools and topics Your latest update of The Redux Intermediate is
amazing. Amazing guys. You're swinging. It is very worth buying this book/samples/video. It's the best I've read so far on this topic and it's very well written. Thanks for the amazing book, it's the Angular 11 Bible. FAQ The current version has 16 chapters totaling more than 720 pages, several totaling more than 7,500 lines of code (TypeScript, lines without comments) No. ng-book
is a completely new book and does not share any content or code with ng-book 1. Angular 1 and Angular 11 are two different structures and ng-book 1 and ng-book ng-book two different books. No! We don't assume you used Angular 1. This book teaches angular 11 from scratch. Of course, if you've used Angular 1, let's point out common ideas (because there are many), but ng-
book is on its own Yes! Updates are free for 12 months after purchase. We have faithfully released over 50 updates to the ng-book already The book will be updated to Angular 11. This update is free if you purchased within 12 months of the update's release. Yes! The screencast video is has a full caption track so you can read along while watching the video. This is a completely
DRM-free ebook formatted as a pdf/mobi/epub (and a zip with tons of sample code) Yes! You can get it on Amazon as a separate purchase if you are dissatisfied with the book or content, just contact us and we will give you a full refund. There's no risk. Risk.
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